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1. INTRODUCTION “or 2, , ~¢ Qo ere . 
a FEDERAL inreLLicence (cxcres AND THE KENNEDY sssisst ow eo. Ls - ate 

Even before the disclosures of the last three months, there were angle 

reasons for an investigation of improper activities by the Cla and the FEL ia the 

  

   

  

case of Lee Narvey Oswald, and of the extent ‘of the cooperation between these” 
agencies and the Warren Commission. .     

After the assassination, allegations were promptly made that Oswald had been - 

, an informant or employee of some intelligence agency (and that therefore the. 2 
_ Secret Service hud not been warned about him). Even though the Warren Commission me 
took these Teports very seriously, it failed to properly investiguzte either this 

, specific charge or the exact nature of the relationships between Oswald and the ; 
CIA, the FBI, and military intelligence. : eM ga De 

The bulk of the Commission's investigation was ‘done through various federal 

  

agencies, notably the FBI. Thus these agencies were in large part responsible a 

for the coverup of much of what the Commission was supposed to be reporting for uo 

the American people. It is clear, for example, that. the FB1 misled the Warren Co 

Commission about the extent of its files on Oswald, and also in other ways dis- . 

    

couraged the Commission from examining the implications of some of the.Bureau's 
intel] igence-gathering methods - e.g., the interception of several of Oswald's 

letters to left-wing political groups. Hoover sidetracked the Commission's __ 

investigation of the allegation that Oswald had been an FBI Anformant, and went 

through semantic contortions to deny the fact that Jack Kuby had apparently t been = 

a Potential Criminal Informant for the FBI. 

Be THE UTILITY OF: A.STUDY OF THE RECORDS a : TNE 
‘The Oswald case provides an unusual opportunity to check the practices ‘and. an 

records of one “intelligence agency against the files kept by other agencies. f a 

‘great deal of information has been published by the Warren Commission, made a Le 

. available in the National Archives, or. preserved there but not released. This” i 

includes the purportedly complete files on Oswald of the Cla, the State Department,” 

“and the Defense Department Cincluding the Office of Naval Intelligence); as well 

ogg a list of the FRI Headquarters file. There is, however, evidence that those fay 

~ files are not complete, and suggestions that sensitive or improper activities, ~~ 

domestic and foreign, were not fully tecorded in the appropriate files. An. 

"analysis ¢ of the flow of records in this case could provide a “control" study. : 

" useful in other cases. This would be particularly helpful if credible allegations = 

-, of improper. CIA activities are not supported by the ‘records made available to 

  

   

      

     

   

_ the Anvestigat ing committees. wos 
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COP a ag eg ue tg eee tn ge tay gee tanie su gate pens a 

seal WIT be analyzed 7 f book™ Taw Werting.—“amis: were concr 
_ CA, with emphasis on spe 

possible CIA nondisclosur 

the assassination and CIA attempts to kill Fidel Castro. . a 

Copies of available documents which are cited can be obtained from mee shore . 

possible, 1 have specified known but unavailable records which might be relevant. 

     
“Ye questions relevant to domes~*c CIA activities, + 
Le pee ee 3 nt 

to the Warren Commission, and pussible links between — 

  

: 1 have deliberately excluded certain extremely implausible allegations, for oo 

~ which the ‘purported ‘evidence is weak. Charges have even been made that the cia oe 

“or the FBI was responsible for the assassination. Despite the lack of evidence 

or logical support for many of these allegations, they are, I think, a matter of foole 

. substantial public concern. A serious attempt to answer specific questions which moe 

have been raised seems appropriate. I am concerned that bad evidence tends to oe 

drive out good evidence; the necessary rebuttal of some of the wilder allegations . 

  

; must not become an excuse for avoiding more com-Licated, but more plausible, a ZZ 

charges. . 3 re . woe OT 

. Consideration should be ‘given to the possibility of disinformation being 

; used by some intelligence. agency to focus attention away from less sensational - . 

but more serious charges. Within the past year someone has gone to the trouble . 

of ‘putting together and making, available to some Warren Report critics a fulse 

  

FBI document relating, to purported connections bétween Jack Ruby and the federal 

government. Also, statements have been made about a purported anti-Kennedy 

National Security Council memo which Git it exists at a1) may well be the result 

of a disinformation effort." OS 

IL. THE CIA AND LEE, HARVEY OSWALD ss 

A. QUESTIONS “ABOUT DOMESTIC CIA INTELLIGEKCE GATHERING went 

The first three of these questions may not be very significant in the os 

‘assassination investigation, but they might lead to new information about the 

  

, extent of certain questionable CIA activities. a     ae GOVERNMENT KNOWLEDGE OF LETTER SENT TO OSWALD IN RUSSIA es 

oe Did the CIA intercept a letter and money order which Oswald's nother sent 

an to him shortly after he defected to Russia? If, as the record suggests, this 

oo did happen, why do the FBI and CIA files given t to the Conmission not fully” 

reflect this? . ; : at . . co 

ns i The first known ‘FBI report . relating t to ‘Oswald starts with the statement 

that Urs. Marguerite Oswald “is reported to have purchased ‘foreign money trans 

-. fer No» 142, 688° at the First National Bank of Fort Worth, ‘Texas, on ‘1/22/60 by 

oe means of which she gent the sum of $25 to her Son, Lee Harvey Oswald, in care of 
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determined on January 2 1960, that Mrs. Marguerite C. (aia 6 had transmi Lted . 

the sum of $25" to Oswald _,< the Metropole Hotels" | this K_/vted interview: of | oe nae 

Mrs. Oswald and her other son. 3 Sos Cone ae 

It seems atypical that the contemporary FRI report gives Ro ‘indication on 

the origin of that information; that omission may indicate a particutarly | 

  

‘sensitive source. The recently disclosed CIA project of “selective” interception 

  

‘of mail from the U.S. to Russia and China may have been involved. The CIA has wie 

  

. Claimed that this program was in operation in 1960 in only one city.? oe ; 

- It is also quite Possible that the FBI got its information atout this private _ 

.transaction from the bank. The money order was purchased on 2 Friday, and the 

. FBI learned of it on Monday - «hich seems a bit fast for a mail interception. a 

The CIA file on Oswald given to the Commission contains no information on 

: ‘this other than the FBI report.” The relevant FBI file was not given to or ‘listed 

for the Commission,’ The FBI should be asked specifically about their source -: 

  

for this report. 

2. CIA ATTENTION TO OSWALD’S POLITICAL ACTIVITIES - : Lo se er 

"TA the summer of 1963, Oswald engaged in various legal political activities we. 

in Kew Orleans on behalf of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee. He distributed 

literature on the street several times, once being arrested after getting | into 

    

2 scuffle, and participated in a radio debate.- - Te ; 

The FBI sent the CIA copies of six reports entitled “Lee Harvey Oswald” or oY 

"Funds Transmitted to Residents of Russia,” including four after his return to oe 

the U.S. in 1962. _This seems proper, since as a former resident of Russia he was oe 

of interest to the. “CIA. It may be more significant, in terms: of the extent of_ 

CIA attention to domestic. dissent, that the FBI also sent the CIA a report cee. 

“entitled “Fair Play for Cuba Comittee - New Orleans Division.” In fact, this 

“report dealt. only with Oswald and "A. J. ‘Hidel1," later determined to be his mad oS 

  

alias.® . Cas Ds a 

An attempt. should be made to understand ¢ the ‘dissemination of that. report     
inside the Agency - that is, to see. whether it was processed not only as 3 report | 

on Oswald but as a report on a politically active group. That might lead to a 

better understanding of the CIA‘s handling of such information on other groups. 

It should be determined if any CIA personnel (employees or informants) were 

O) aware of Oswald's activities in New Orleans. The Warren Report says that ‘the | 

oe cis "took note of his Fair Play for Cuba Committee activities in} Rew. Orleans.”    
   

    

a There fs no footnote for that statement; it may refer only to the presence. of ee 

_ fhe FBI report on the FPCC in Oswald's cra b file, byt that should be checked. oo 
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in the CIA file, wand Ie copy” ¢ of the Ft} report on oC) New Oricans FIG 

is stamped “Index,” and h4_iritten notations indicate tha lwo of the nares 

ment ioned were indexed in a standardized (presumably computerized) form. ne 

_ was Oswald; the other was Carlos Bringuier, an anti-Castro Cuban citizen Living - 

in’ Kew Orieans.!° 

  

Apparently these men were > indexed to record their connections vith the cae 

and the DRE (Revolutionary Student Directorate, possibly a ClA-supported ‘pxoup) 

_Fespectively. This is in itself of no particular significance in connection with 

the assassination, but an explanation may shed some Light | on the CIA‘s file-bui Lting 

procedures. LO os 

    
4. THE S44 cAMP STREET CONNECTION = Pe Me ees SRE EE ey 

- | ‘The most provocative link between Oswald's activities in New orleans and 

the CIA is his use of the address 544 Camp Street on some of his pro-Castro_ 

literature. One office in that building had previously been occupied by one of a 

the two principal offices of the Cuban Revolutionary Council, a front organization” 

established by the CIA (reportedly through E. Howard Hunt) in connection with . 

the Bay of. Pigs invasion... Jt is apparently true, as the Warren Report noted,tt 

that the CKC had left 544 Camp Street some time earlier, and that Oswald himself ae 

never actually rented an office there. However, at the time of the assassination, 

another office at 544 Camp was occupied by Guy Banister, a former FBI agent who 

was still active in intelligence work, especially Cuban activities. The Banister | 

.. Connection was never pursued by the Warren Commission. / 

“= The 544 Camp connection was extensively publicized at the time of Jim , — 

Garrison's “investigation,” Numerous reports surfaced of witnesses who could Wr ae 

"Link Oswald with David Ferrie and others who hung around Banister's office. one 

“Unfortunately many of these reports come from sources who must be considered oo 

unreliable, and “ho might have had. teasons of their own for exaggerating this link. - 

The most Promising ‘source of hard evidence on this | matter would be a close study 

  

* 

. o£ the pre-assassination FBI and CIA records. Oe MS bs ve 

: . From a document not given to the Warren Commission but released to me under - 

" the Freedom of Information Act, it can be firmly established that the Ful knew cae 

before the assassination about Oswald's use of 544 Camp Street as an eddress for 

  

fe the Fair ‘Play for Cuba Committee. This fact was not mentioned in the appropriate 

". contemporaneous reports, and was apparently not checked out at the time, even 

    

    

  

   
. though FBI field offices had been specifically asked to be on the alert for 

coal FECC activities, and the FBI did check out other similar leads (such” as “the Post . 

. Office Box on_some of Oswald's Literature, and the alias Ae J. Hidell). > me 

 



    

  

            

-_ ‘Deen a CIA or FL informant. 

    

bo did ‘not keep ail of the material which was typed for hin, 

a! made to see. if the CIA got any of it, perhaps under circumstances which would, * 

"Mot have led to it being filed under his name. “agiees : 

oe ER [Seer ae, LPT wry oe STMT rye, Cera oe ere a ~ 

on’ bate Peet DB eT a “wt. ey, oR a erage MER 

enter the ssassiap tence te ieee eo 
had known about Oswald® Ci of 544 Camp Street esrtier § du suppressed tle: Vink. : 
to ‘Banister by giving his\sddress (531 Lafayctte Street) \.cthout indicsting, 

that it was the same corner building as. 544 Camp Street. Even the Lisited sient 

“of documentary evidence which has not been kept from the Warren Conguis:sion and 

the public strongly suggests that the FBI was keeping hands off Oswald's activities, 

quite Plausibly because the Bureau believed that he was not in fact a pro-Castre 

“activist but was working for Banister or for some official intelligence agency. 

   - Ss. _ ALLEGATIONS THAT OSWALD WAS A CIA INFORMANT 

"The Commission heard, and was concerned about, allegations that Oswald had ord 12 . 

  ve 

The Commission's rebuttal rested larpely on ge 

affidavits provided by CIA Director John McCone and J. Edgar Hoover. liowever 

. the members of the Commission had been told in secret session by Allen Dullés oe 

that the Cla would generally not admit someone had been an informant or agent, 

14 this fact, 
which was apparently pot passed on to the Commis sion’s working staff, makes. ‘the a 

‘even under oath, except at the specific direction of the President. 

CIA's Pro forma denial totally worthless. 

7 ‘An attempt to resolve this matter now shoutd tnctinse-tnterregsttcs of tac 

appropriate lower-level CIA personnel. One should also try to specify and os 

evaluate the specific situations in which Oswald might Jbave been approached by sy 

the CIA. One obvious possibility was on his return from Kussia. From the Ls 

existing record, he was not debriefed by the CIA, which in itself seems odd. 

Unlike another defector who returned at about the same time, Oswald was not 

# 

Tn 

questioned by the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee. !® (Oswatd was met on 

his return by a caseworker for the Travelers Aid Society, who was also an Poel 

efficial of an *anti-Bolshevik’ organization with strong intelligence connections.!7) 

‘The extent of the CIA's routine coverage of people returning from Russia is not 

known, but it was extensive enough to net a photograph taken by a tourist in” 

- Minsk which (after ‘the assassination) was found to show Oswald. The question oo. 

is, therefore, not ‘just whether the CIA ever contacted Oswald, but if not ‘why nots 

_ In 1962, Oswald prepared (and had typed) a manuscript about his life in we 

"Russia which: was full of the kind of details which might logically be of interest 

to the CIA. The Warren Report's brief account avoids the evidence that Oswald 

18 Inquiries should be | 

     
Considerable publicity has been given to allegations that Oswald | was a CIA 

informant ‘for which there is no substantial direct evidence. It should ‘be. Bike 

a. noted that it is considerably more likely that he had an informant relationship. 
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A oe 
or some non-official intéy ‘sence organization. 1 have died in detail how 

the FRI ‘failed to adequate rebut the claim that Oswuld bos an informant, nd i. 

how the Warren Commission responded to Hoover's obvious displeasure at beri ne, . 

   
matt. 

investigated by failing to press for satisfactory explanations. 

   
   

' For example, the FBI omitted from their original listing of Oswald's 

_ address book the name of one of the Bureau's Special Agents; the record strongly . 

‘suggests that the FBI lied to conceal the fact that the relevant pape of that . ae 

- Listing was retyped. Also, the FBI submitted affidavits denying, that Oswald 

  

was an informant from several agents, supposedly all of those who were in a. :, 

position to recruit him or know of his servic?. Some of the affidavits were i 

revised before being eiven to the Comnission, allegedly with no material alter- 

ation of the substance, but the originals are withheld. Also; no affidavits. 

were provided from the two New Orleans agents wno had the most contact with the 

Oswald case.) An examination of the circumstances under which these affidavits . 

were prepared might be productive. Another peculiar FBI explanation which the a 

Commission never challenged was Hoover’s statement that the FBI interview of a 

| Oswald when he was in custody after the assassination was not only to gather 

facts or admissions about the shooting, but was also aimed at obtaining * any 

information he might have been able to furnish of a security nature.” «20 This. 

cryptic Language suggests that Oswald had been. considered a potential source ~ 

of internal security information. These examples are by no means the only or . ee 

even the strongest indications that the FBI had something in their relationship. me 

_ with Oswald which they thought necessary to hide from the Warren Commission. + 
   

  

- . oy 

B.. UNANSWERED. QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CIA AND THE ASSASSINATION. 

- o This section covers a number of questions about the intelligence agencies. . 

(primarily the CIA) and the assassination which were not satisfactorily resolved” 

- by the Warren Commission. (They are presented here in summary form. Further a 

‘details and the available documentation, which comes largely from the Comnission® s 

: “records, can be provided by the author.) Whether or not these questions fall. -* 

within the mandate of the Rockefeller and Church investigations, they do’ need to : 

be. answered. There is no doubt that a new investigation of the Kennedy assass-. Q 

. ination should explore these issues, among others. The focus here is on problens & 

; where a study of the documentary record is likely to. be productive, so this ReRO - = 

" goes into only 2 small fraction of the defects in the Comnission*s case against - 

  

Lee Harvey Oswald. le 
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i phoroukaris“ur-Poisipce-usa AcomTresTHC Trey wi 
In October 1963 che learned of Oswald’s visit oy 

in Mexico City. Several (ene were obtained, presub..dly froma Hexion © 

police surveillance camera at the Embassy, of a still-unidentified Febassy . 

yer kussian Embassy : 

- visitor wlio does not physically resemble Oswald. This man was identified — — 

Qswald in a CIA telegram to the FBI before the assassination. The explanation” Sn 

  

of the mixup in identification, Af that is what it was, was not released by the . 

  

Warren Commission. Some CIA explanation, true or not, is presumably in the or . 

-withheld documents at the Archives. It may also be that the unidentified man be , 

was an associate of Oswald, or an impostor.7! 

-2- . INTERCEPTED CONVERSATIONS BY OR ABOUT OSWALD 1K MEXICO . . ] . 

’ An- FBI report on Oswald in Mexico strongly suggests that the chs inter- : 

  

cepted at least. two phone calls between the Cuban and Russian Embassies in which 

Oswald was discussed. During one phone call Oswald was appatently on the phose - 

himse1f 22 The CIA also had detailed knowledge of Oswald*’s conversation with a 

guard at the Soviet Embassy, including the fact that he spoke broken Russian; | . 

this conversation may also have been bugged. 2 A recording of these calls would 

  

be important, evidence as to whether an impostor was making some of these contacts « - 

on Osvald's behalf. The CIA has declined to tell me whether any such recorded 

conversations now exist, or to release any relevant records to me.-. wot! 
~ - 

3. DID E. HOWARD HUNT KNOW OF OSWALD*S ACTIVITIES BEFORE THE ASSASSINATION? ~~ _ 
ae 

et It has been reported that E. Howard Hunt was the CIA‘s acting station chief... 

in _Nexico City during August and September 1963, which might overlap with Oswald's 

- visit starting in late September.” Hunt has reportedly denied, to the Rockefeller . 

Commission that whe met Oswald at that time.2> It should be determined if Hunt Fa 

had any knowledge of Oswald's activities,. whether or not he met him. This 2000 

fequires an examination of contemporaneous CIA records relating to Cswald, and 

an understanding of -the flow of communications within the CLA station. A number 

, Of the internal CIA communicat fons were turned over to the Warren Commission: ‘Cand 

' are still withhela)”° 3 however, they may not include all the information needed 

to determine. who in the CIA station had’ substantial contact with the Oswald case. " 

   
qa" tHe HANDLING OF THE STORY OF “D ee ; oe 

oe a An attempt should be made to understand what role CIA personnel. night have | 

- “played in building, up, disseminating, and then denigrating a report that Oswald 

~ _ bad received money to kk1l Kennedy from someone at the Cuban Embassy in Mexico, 

. . The circumstances suggest that someone with intelligence connections was 

L 
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    = eager ‘to push the idea that the Cuban government + was behind the Kennedy assassi- 
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     The “tamed Tate “sources the story was Galverto Rivarsns vyart; d _ 

_ Nicaraguan who said he wa i ‘ying to get to Cuba on a pene” ation mission for 

the Nicaraguan Secret Serv Ge. After a few days he reportudly retracted his” 

story, saying that he had made {tt up to get the U.S. to take action ayuinst - 

Castros then he withdrew this retraction. fe ultimately took a lie detector ~_ 

test which showed he was lying; he then said that the lie detector must be. 4 

correct. This kind of retraction suggests that Alvarado had told the story a 

an scent who later did not know whose orders to follow.. 

     

At first this story was treated with considerable respect. The CIA conmun~"” 

ications (which went to the White House as well as the FBI, the State Vepurtment, : 

‘and the Secret Service) show that the agency was taking the allegation quite. -e 

- geriously.- Alvarado was said to be of questionable reliability but not wholly a 7 

" discredited; the CIA described him as a “very serious person who speaks with, oo 

conviction.«25 * . oe 

‘It-is known that President Johnson was concerned about a Castro plot when 

he set up the Warren Commission, and that he did not accept al1 the conclusions : 

of the Warren Report; it has been reported that he specifically believed that — 

the assassination vas a Fetaliatory act by the Cuban Communists.77 That is, ; 

the apparent effect of the story “Ot. “DY = which may have been intended - was 

to impress upon President Johnson (and thus-vltimately on the Warren Commission) 

the potential threat of an international incident posed by “the reports that° - 

Castro was behind the assassination, and (by extension) by any alternative to oe ° 

_ the lone-assassin hypothesis. , _ , . m 

~ The Warren Report concluded that Alvarado was Lying about having seen (AE 

Oswald, but did not. “explore the possible implications of a planted false story. 

    

‘It is plausible that a major conscious or subconscious motivation for a coyerup 

was a desire to avoid allegations of conspiracy such as this one which were 

/ thought to be untrue but which might lead to very serious problens. Some a 

observers have recognized a pattern of anti-Castro allegations arising from - 

intelligence-related ‘sources, including Watergate burglar Frank Sturgis.” - 

    

   

  

: Ss. CORRELATION OF VARIOUS AGENCY FILES AND ACTIONS CONCERNING ‘OSWALD 

, The files of the FBI, State, and Marines on Oswald before the assassination 

reflect various peculiar actions which might: be explained not only by Oswald, 

being an agent of the agency which was ‘acting oddly, but by a belief that. he 1 was so 

    

    

|” working for. ‘someone else. Such an evaluation, of courses would probably | neve 

be written down; it would be detectable only through. resulting agency. actions or oO 

“omissions. “ees se ws a Poa en ote phen ee: wheats Tas a 

ey 7 As far as 1 know, the Warren Commission never did the -Fequired kind of. 
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: . Atlanta who was identified as the mother of the U.S. Embassy Doctor, Alexis 

    

   detailed comparative stu bt the intelligence agency aQ) Con: ider able Peet 

attention was given to th€ ise striking anomalies in the( "ate Department Tile, So aie 
notably the Department's efforts to facilitate Oswald's return from Russia, ane: 
the ease yith which he got a new passport in late 1963. Even in the case of tae 

State Department, however, the Commission did not pet into all the na jor quest ions . 
about the evaluation of Oswald. for example, the Commission examined the reasons 

why the Passport Office did not react te the CIA telegram about Oswald's visit. 
to the Russian Embassy, but failed to explore the- reaction of others, primarily 

- the Office of Security, for whom the telegram was more relevant. - , an cs . 

‘The relatively sparse CIA file does not reflect any sucs strikingly = ge 
_ peculiar actions. However, close study of the CIA file by a3 expert might reveal 

if they did anything odd in the Oswald case. It is quite possible, for exemple, 

that someone in the CIA recognized that his defection and return might have been 

a mission for (e.g.) military intelligence, and that the Agency therefore kept a 
away from his case, making no attempt to question him about his stay in Russia. - 

63 POSSIBLE UNUSUAL CIA INTEREST IN DEFECTORS ~_ ory Bee 

In. 1960, the year after Oswald’s move to Russia, the CIA and the State : 

“Department ‘exchanged some. correspondence relating to defectors ‘in general. The 

purpose of this study, which included compiling statistics and making lists of oe 

Americans who had defected, is not clear. Aithough this material was given. to 

the Warren ‘Commission, apparently no explanation was asked for or provided. 

. a There have been rumors that Otto Otepka, who worked on this project and with — 

. Oswald's file ‘while he was head of the State Department's Office of Security, was 

. suspicious of the way. the Oswald case was handled. .He should ber given the cas    
opportunity to present any relevant information he might have. 

7. POSSIBLE C1a ConTact WITH OSWALD THROUGH ALEXIS DAVISON tyes eth pes 

° Oswald’s notebook contained the mame and address of a Russian Living in ee 

  

Davison. Davison had routinely examined Oswald’s wife when the couple was e eee 

preparing to return to the U.S. in 1962. Davison gave no persuasive explanation a 

- of why he gave his mother's address to the Oswalds, suggesting only an understanding 

. that they could look her up Lf they happened to be in Atlanta. Davison told the. 

Secret Service. he did not remember the Oswalds, but later recalled the contact : 

quite clearly for the FBI and said he did not recall giving bis: mother" s address.    

  

: _ to any other people who were going back to the U, 5.7 . 

oN ~ In, December 1962, Davison was charged by the USSR with receiving information 

   
    

  

‘from t the Anerican ‘spy ores Penkovehy+ Evidently, in addition to his’ 
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hi i     
official duties as a med Aq “doctor and an ) Assistant hic ‘Cen Davison was," ve 

enpuced in very sensitivet ‘elligence work. It should ‘e ‘pLormined &f fie 

had any contact with Oswald in that capacity, or reported to uny intel gence 

acency about hia. - * : 

    

   
8.. | REPORT OF DALLAS CIA AGENT FAMILIAR WITH OSWALD 

' George DeMohrenschildt, a man with many hints of intelligence connect bons 
in his own background who helped the Oswald family in Dallas, testifaed that en 

before doing so he asked one or more of his friends if that would be okay. ‘One 

" person whom he said he May have asked about Oswald was J. Walton Moore, who 

he thought was a2 FBI agent 27 Moore was probably in fact with the C1A: he tnter= 

viewed DeMohrensshildt at length in 1957 after his trip to Yugoslavia. He did - 

-i > fave an office in a government building and was listed as an “employee, U. Ss. 

government;* the FBI told DeMohrenschildt that Moore was not with the FBI.>> 

The Warren Conmission seems not to have been interested in this or other 

  

‘ 

  

.. Feports that the government had indicated that Oswald was not someone who had 

to be avoidea >“ An attempt should be made to ident ify Moore's employer, determine | 

what he_knew. about Oswald, and what he may have told DeMohrenschildt or anyone ee 

  

else. . 27 7, a, rl, es 

9. “ALLEGED PRESENCE OF C1A AGENT AT PARKLAND HOSPITAL 0 
, Within an hour. of the assassination, a Cl1A agent presented his credentials | 

to a Secret Service agent at Parkland Hospital and said that he would be a 

“available.” It is not clear what he might have been expected to do. a short oo 

tice later an unknown FBI agent had to be forcibly restrained from entering the : 

_*_ emergency room,>? _ Apparent ly the Commission did not investigate’ either of these 

occurrences. As far as I know the CIA was not asked what action they may have aa 

taken in Dallas or in Washington after Kennedy was shot or after Oswald was wo 

    arrested... 

10. QUESTIONABLE RECORDS OF OSWALD'S SECURITY CLEARANCE 6 
. One of the peculiarities in Oswald’s military records which is suggestive a 

. “of an intelligence connection has to do with his security clearance. The personnel - 

file which was given to the Commission by the Marine Corps reflected only that os . 

Oswald had been given a Confidential clearance. "However, persuasive testimony 

Andicated that Oswald (like the other men in his unit) must have been cleared at’ : 

. least for Secret information. When the Commission staff asked about this discrep. 

ancy the ‘Marine Corps said, in effect, that ££ Oswald was doing Secret work then oon 

“he must. have. had Secret clearance.?° The Commission apparently ¢ did not press for 

  

   

    

   

  

3 Proper answer or otherwise resolve this problem, 
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a - ‘Irregularities of th}- kind at least reise the possi 
       

“at is, ‘that he was formally d)--“harged from the 

    

had been “sheep dipped" - 

Marines while actually continuing government employment foi- ‘some sort of oe 

Antelligence wotk. There is firm evidente that the Department of Defense was 

not telling the truth when it claimed that it had given the Warren Conmission woe 

all of its records on Oswald.- His pay records, for example, were submitted - 

months after that clain. There is solid documentary evidence of other omissions. — 

There are also hints of further missing records: the FBI was told soon after. 

“the as sassination that the CIC and CID files at the California base where Oswald 

had served in 1959 had ‘nothing on Oswald; some of the California Marine Corps ao 

> files had been forwarded to Washington.?” These files might be expected to 

_ Contain the records of any investigation for a high-level ¢ clesrance. _ oe 

  

11.- ALLEGED PHOTO OF HUNT AND STURGIS IN DALLAS | 

The Rockefeller Commission is reportedly checking ‘out and rebutting the 

  

ay allegation that E. Howard Hunt and Frank Sturgis (also known as Fiorini) appear . 

in the photographs of -several men apparently picked up by the Dallas police | 

immediately after the assassination. These photographs. represent an authentic 
—_- 

  

unresolved mystery, it is true; however, - ‘the men pictured have been “positively . 

identified” on previous occasions, as other “suspects” in the assassination. 

Aside from the absence of any striking similarity in appearance, it is. 

inherently most unlikely that a professional intelligence operative like Hunt 

et (who got a wig just’to interview Dita Beard) would get himself photographed co a 

‘ without a disguise at the scene of an assassination if he had anything to do oe 

- with it. CE oe ops OS 
While such _atiegations should be seriously checked out, they” should not be” 

“allowed to distract attention from more plausible but less spectacular evidence ae 

of improper CIA activities in connection with Oswald or the assassination aL a 

. investigation. To allow that to happen would be to invite disinformation efforts: 

yt the Agency and its friends. 

° ve wed, wed 

Cc. STATEMENT BY JAMES ANGLETON <.~.- Se Soe ryt GEA, ae 
- . It is quite possible that a CIA investigation of the assassination of ae 

President Kennedy was among the domestic activities which recently caused concern 

within the Agency. At the time of his resignation as head of the CIA‘’s Counter= a 

_ intelligence Division, James Angleton was quoted as making the following remarks ©. 

when Seymour Hersh asked about: alleged CIA wrongdoing and his domestic activities: Z 

.", mansion has many “Eooms and there were many things going on during the period |. 

_ of the e [anti-war ¢nyt saaiston)] bombings. I'm not privy to who struck sen, - 
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what he may have been ati to. “Who struck John” ma, rn é literary 

- reference or cliche which ‘s not familiar to me. It may joee been 2 reference 

to some other John - e.g., Mitchell. Also, it is conceivable that “dho Struck 

John" ‘was ‘some sort of code name for a CIA study of the Kennedy @snussination. 
   

   

  

* + Angleton should be asked to explain that statement, and whether he is : 

aware of any CIA investigations of Oswald or the assassination, particularly | 

any which may have reached conclusions different from the Warren Commission® Se 

  

Regardless. of what Angleton now says he meant by his comment, an intended a 

reierence to > John Kennedy seems as likely as any other explanation, . 

  

De AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTARY MATERIAL == - 

Warren Commission Document [ev} 692 purports to be an exact copy of the 

crat s pre-assassination dossier on Oswald. Of the material predating Oswald's 

Octover 1963 trip to Mexico, almost all has been released; most is information 

. from other agencies. A good part of the Mexico material is still withhed. 99. 

  

A number of other Commission Documents and internal memoranda deal with © 

the CIA's. pre- and post-assassination investigations. Some of the withheld i 

CD*s would be very interesting: e.g., CD 935, a Top Secret C1A memo dealing in me 

“part with the reaction of the Cuban Intelligence Service to the assassination.” 

Enough of the CIA material ‘submitted to the Commission has been released to. . * 

provide a basis for the formulation of appropriately specific questions. a ge 

Certainly most’ of the still withheld material should be released at this 22k 1 

time, © However, overemphasis on the material at the Archives should be avoided. = fs 

- Erroneous claims aré frequently made that many of the Warren Cofmission files - 

> have been locked up for: 75 years from the date of the assassination. In fact, 7 

there is .no such fixed-term withholding. All of the withheld material is ° 

reviewed every five years, and in addition is subject to agency and judicial Sees 

review under the Freedom of Information Act when a request is made by any citizen. 

“Some of the withheld material might even remain withheld for more than-75 years. 

in fact, an extraordinary amount of investigative material (largely raw data in >” 

FBI reports). has been released or publ ished. This was done to some > degree over a 

‘the objection of the FBI. Sop ee pe Deh ens 
oo it is probable that the most sensitive material in government files on ‘oswald 

never reached the Warren Commission. I sm sure that was the case with the Fb1_ are 

“files, only’ a small fraction of which were given to the Commission, 

- ‘In response to my Freedom of Information Act requests, the Cia has ‘told me 

that they “are highly in favor of declassifying everything possible in ‘connection 

2th oe records of the Warren Commission. _The most convincing 1 motive for us to oo 
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Near “do this is our titm belle} that alt the TATOTinaL on “s0 GEeraee ees eae 

merely go to support the austons of the Warren Commis:” da and dispel any _ . : 

possible confusion or suspicion that the continued classifyéstion. ray have oo - 

raised... (This motive has been balanced against the protection ‘of Classified 

information and intelligence sources and methods.) 1 expect that thi: in a a 
    

   

  

sincere opinion, at least as tt applies to the CIA material in the Archives, 

(The following ‘section examines. the indications that the CIA did not make 4. 

  

full disclosure to the Commission.) Of course, even the currently available es 

“material invalidates many of the Commission's conclusions. | ' a 

‘Because of these facts, the demand for release of the Warren ( Comnission*s 

_ records should be only a part cf the demand for full disclosure. At the very | - 

least, the CIA should be asked about files other than CD 692 in which there is 

any, reference to ‘Lee Harvey Oswald or to members of his family. eee o 
os —* =:    

ill. THE CIA AND THE INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION pk Os 

A. ‘POSSIBILITY THAT INFORMATION WAS WITHHELD FROM THE. COMMISSION a 

1. FALSE CIA STATEMENT TO THE FBI ON NOVEMBER 22, 1963 - teal 

on the day of the assassination, an FBI agent from the Washington field © Y 

office interviewed Birch D. O'Neal of the C1A for the purpose of obtaining van 

information" in the CIA files on Oswald. According to the FRBI‘s report, he .— 

“learned there is nothing in CIA file [sic] regarding Oswald other than material ~ 

furnished to CIA by. the FBI and the Department of state,42 That was certainly — 

untrue, most conspicuously with regard to the important ClA-originsted | material 

“about Oswakd’s trip to Hexico. "3 Be Be yee x, ae fe 

The possibility - ‘that the FBI misrecorded the CIA statement ‘must be omen 

“dedged: The Bureau's. headquarters file included some ClA-created tecords,- so the . 

‘Bureau should have known that the CIA claim was wrong when they reported it to we 

. the Warren Commission. Whatever O'Neal‘s exact statement about the CIA file was, 

it seems clear that the CIA did not want to immediately reveal to the Fel the 

full extent of their coverage of Oswald, and the serious problems raised (e.g. cee 

by the photographs of the visitor to the Russian Embassy).° 0 Po fag Be 

at The significance of this FBI report is not primarily that material was Pas 

withheld from the FBI, since some of it had been turned. over previously and more oO 

apparently was forwarded quite ‘soon; it’ is that at least once the CIA made a. 
_/ false statement about the extent of their Oswald file.” fee 

      

   

   

    
- 2 TOPICS ON WHICH DISCLOSURE, MAY HAVE BEEN LIMITED an 

a) Marina Oswald ee o : a na - 

| The Fol told the Warren Commission | that “their « case on Lee Harvey Oswald was 
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returned to “active status( Lerch 1963 as a result. of “tC wat ton obtained 

‘during an investigation rA cing to his wife Marina. FBI (wnt HMo:ty testifies - ae 

that it was the FB1's practice to interview immigrants from Communist count ries 

“on a selective basis,” and that Marina Oswald had been selected. “4 the _ 

results of this FB] practice would seem naturally and properly to he of interest o. 

to the cia. However, — the CIA _file on Lee Oswald does not give any indication of: 

Cla interest in Marina specifically. There is no apparent reference to any effort ° 

by or with the FBI relating to Kussian immigrants. (The routine transmittal, : 

‘slips for the FBI reports on Lee Oswald do not refer to the Fb1*s caye on Hering.) oo 

=. The CIA should be ‘asked to produce any records it has or. Marina Oswald. a, 

The Agency should be asked if they ever contacted her as a petential informant 

or otherwise, directly or indirectly. She may well have been known to the Cla 

  

through Russians in Dallas, some of whom had links to ClA-supported groups and _ 

might well have been reporting to the CIA on the activities of the Russian me 

: community. A “ oo wwe so 

(db) Oswald's. contacts with Albert Schweitzer College DEA: aoe BS os. 

When- Oswald left the U.S. in 1959, he had indicated on his passport ‘appli we 

cation that he intended to attend Albert Schweitzer College. This is a small ea 

Unitarian-affiliated school in Switzerland specializing in advanced stulies in 

philosophy and the liberal arts.“> Oswald had indeed been accepted by thst school, 

despite the apparent absence of the proper references and background. 4% dhen he 

“* failed to show up, an investigation was undertaken by the FBI through its Legal . 

° Attache in Paris, perhaps in part at the request of Oswald’s mother through her — 

“Congressman, “© Since. ‘tthe relevant FBI records have not been made available, 1. 

do not know whether. any of them were sent to the CIA, but that would have been ° 

appropriate. It should be ‘determined if there was any FBI-CIA liaison on this . 

“matter Cand if not, why not); and, if so, why there is no record of it in in oh 

CIA file on Oswald, CD 692. Sa | wy: 

The CIA, the FBI, and ONI should also be , asked if there was any ineelligence 

_ interest in Schweitzer College, or any direct or indirect government Support Le 

' That might explain Oswald’s peculiar contacts with the College. If the CIA © 

evaluated this matter in documents provided to the Warren Commission, they should 

  

  

   

    

  

'- be made public. 

Ce) ‘The Unidentified | man photographed in “Mexico city OEE a 

- (See ‘Section 11.B.1 supra.) 1 am confident that the CIA ultimately did | 

"provide, an ‘explanation of this *mistake” which was good enough to satisfy the . 

oa Warren Commission. However, there are strong indications that the C1A was not a 

Senate with the Commission at first. _ The Commission first Learned about the oe 
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ination. However, as 1a hs March 12 the Commission wal king the CIA about. 

Oswald's ; activities in Neko and about the photograph ap}... ently without knowin, nat 

that these matters were related.’ The C1A had #pparently not yet replied to a 

a letter which had been sent a month previously asking | for an explanation of the — 

photograph. oo .      3. CIA ASSERTIONS OF FULL DISCLOSURE es | 
CIA Director McCone and Deputy Director Helms testified that the substance: 

  

of all relevant pre-assassination information had been supplied to the Curmission.”” 

CD 692 was described in a covering memo as “an exact reproduction of the Agency's + 

_ Official dossier on Lee Harvey Oswald,” but it included only a summary of some of | 

  

the pre-assassinetion internal CIA messages about oswald.”? A Commission staff |... 

member went to Langley and saw a computerized printout on Oswald, which he Shegn es 

Gescribed as including no document which the Commission had not been given in full - 

or in paraphrase.” . Be a es Bm 

| ‘The Cia should be asked to List (and, if possible, to release) all records © - 

not in the "official dossier” which mentioned Oswald. Specifically, since some ithe 

    

records had Oswald*s middle name as “Henry,” the extent of their search involving. 

variant names should be examined. 

* 

B. KEY PERSONS IN THE CIA =< WARKEN COMMISSION INVESTIGATION Lote a 

Raymond Rocca, who recently resigned from the Counterintelligence Division,” 

was the CIA's liaison with the Warren Commission. Atthur Dooley, who retired in” 

    

1973, was "apparently one of the CIA men most involved in the investigation, | 

According to a Commission memo, Richard Helms was one of the two men at ao 

meeting « on March. 12, 1964 who would have known if Oswald had been a Cla informant. 

The name ‘of the second man has _been withheld. He should | be identified ‘and both : 

  

should be. questioned. 

  

It might be patticutarly + useful to ask the | following people from “the Warren Me 

Commission staff about the issues raised fin this memo, and about the degree of *     

   
CIA cooperation with the Commission. at 

_ WW. David Slawson, now at the U. S, .C, Law School, was the junior Lauyer’ who were 

apparently had the most extensive dealings with the CIA. His area of investi- 

gution was Oswald's foreign activities.. The New York Times has reported that he : 
$2 ae 
   

     

   

recently ‘said that the investigation should be reopened. eo 

William T. Coleman; now Secretary of Transportation, was the ‘senior Lawyer. 
    

a in the samé area. we 

Wesley Je Liebeter, now Pwith | the Federal government in Washington, » 

yo reportedly involved in the investigation « of | the unidentified | man Photo, and vas | ae 
* - . wens 
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d 
eportedly unable to_get (patlatactany “explanation Foy ST eH 

misidentification of the # ,as Oswald. 53 - ran 

  

Samuel a. Stern, now vith Wilmer Cutler and Pickering,~ in dashinnton, ae 

examined the CIA evaluation of Oswald, particularly from the viewpoint of as 

“Latson with the Secret Service and procedures for Presidential protection, 

  

   

  

He was also involved with investigating the allegations that ‘Oswald was an 

FBI or CIA informant. 

-C. THE CIA'S OWN INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION we 

1. ‘CIA CAPABILITY FOR AN INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION : : 

The CIA, of course, openly worked with the Warren Commission in areas | 

- involving foreign activities. In addition, the Agency was given the ability to — 

  

| @ssess much of the evidence in other areas. At the Commission’s request, the os a 

: FBI sent the CIA not only material with foreign aspects, but also reports on — ; 

possible subversive activities by Oswald in the U.S.3; the FBI also forwarded to. 

the CIA all the major investigative reports coming out of the Dallas office.” * 

The Secret Service was also asked to send the CIA a number of its reports, ede     including all interviews of Marina Oswald.>> ns [3 Lo by ae 

* On occasion during the life of the Commission, the CIA actively ‘suggested ao 

further investigation. For example, one Agency memo said it was of consider able | 

importance to investigate the report that Oswald had attempted suicide in kussia, 

and that if necessary his body should be exhumed to see if he really did have a a 

we scar on his wrist? *. 

a public report within a reasonable time, did not even adequately pursue all 

“the important leads in the. material the FBI did submit. The CIA was fot 50. 

‘constrained. 

- 

     
“2. The Warren Commission, constrained by (among other things) the need to “make : 

~    

  

   

   

  

26 UNKNOWN CIA CONCLUSIONS CD ae LAE er nauk - 
Hee! The CIA interest in the assassination continued after the Warren Commission a 

finished its work. For example, more than two months after the Warren Report ces 

‘came out, the CIA asked for a copy of the Zapruder film of the shooting. Accord= a 

“ing to the FBI, it was requested “for training purposes.! 057 Presumably this” ay er 

; means for training photoanalystse att Se ves ae 

| ‘The. FBI - Comnission study of this. film + was s superficial. Most: notably, the ves 

. Warren Report failed to mention, much less explain, the fact that Kennedy 1 was 

; driven forcefully backwards by the. fatal shot (which, according to the Commission, 

: ‘came from behind. him). Contrary to expectations, a target does sometimes, recoil - 

’ back towards the eun.® It would be interesting to know if the CIA came up. with .S 

    

. this explanation, | In any case, the Agency should reveal what use it made fy and . 
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    Bs “Sunt cont res relish rea trenp ene nap bettie lll 

Agency officials eel iret in May 1964 that they ent no evidence caning - 

them to ‘conclude that the 

60 

nad been a conspiracy, but th. the care sould niet a 

be considered closed. The CIA should be asked to produce their interna] reports     on the asSassination, particularly any which reached conclusions Or postdated . 

the Warren Report. . 

3. cla ‘ACTIVITIES RELATED TO CRITICS OF THE WARREN REPORT - oo 

It. would be perfectly proper if the CIA has investigated charges made by. the o 

  

critics alleging foreign Lrivolvement in the assassination. Such investigative: 

reports should be made'public. . oo a mS ae Bo as oot 

CIA coverage of the critics may have included the dissemination of false so 

revorts to draw attention away. from serious questions which involved the Anoacy. 

  

Other Fesearchers who have been more active in the investigation than me could 

no Coubt provide details about some of the suspicious incidents and persons. 

. La oo Jim Garrison charged that the CIA was involved in the assassination and a1s0 

j ‘hindered his investigation. Since the former charge has received wide attention, 

despite Garrison‘s Lack of substantiating evidence, the CIA should be asked to os 

explain its links with any of the principals in the Garrison matter. This should - 

  

include suspects, peripheral figures associated with them, investigators, and 

some of the witnesses and their attorneys; CIA connections with David Ferrie dnd - a 

Guy Banister should be given special attention. If it is true, us Victor oe = , 

.. Marchetti has reportedly said, that Clay Shaw had been aCcia contact in connection | 

with his foreign trade activities and the CIA was concerned about keeping this a a 

. £aet secret, that might explain some of the strong opposition tp Garrison (although 

it would not add to Garrison's flimsy case that Shaw conspired to. kill Kennedy). _ 

- The extent of CIA efforts to disseminate derogatory information about’ the - | 

critics should be ‘examined. The Agency did give the Warren Commission a 1937 

Gestapo memo on Joachim Joesten, the author of one of the first critical books 

- on the assassination. ®2 Information that Joesten had been a member of. the German 

  

- Communist Party, taken from the same memo, was later introduced into the Congress- 

' fonal Record in a report (allegedly written by the CIA) which claimed that his ©: - 

~eriticism of the Warren Report was part.of a "Communist bloc defamation campaign, 083 

The Agency should also be asked if it intercepted the mail of, or otherwise + a 

_ interfered vith, any of the critics of the Warren Reports | in the United States 
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~be | dks Talse docune * says that Kuby was “pertormin nforiution functions" 
for Nixon and Hua in 1947, In fact, Ruby did tr, 40 contact the Kefauver 
Crime Committee i ‘at year, possibly to act as < nformant; that was. ne 
suppressed by the Fsl and not explored by the Warren Commission, 

2.. New York Times [hereinafter “NYT” ], Feb. 3, 1975, p. 14. 
3.° E [i.e., warren Commission Exhibit ] 821 (17700 [i-e., Hearings } Before = _ 

the President’s Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy, 122 
; Vol. 17, page 700]). . : ; : . 

4&. -CE 834, question #1 (17H789-790), a ate 

5. MYT Jan. 16, 1975, p. 31. - In 1960 the CIA intercepted a letter sent to the 
Soviet Union by Bella Abzug in connection with her legal work in an estate 
case. (NYT, March 8, 1975, p. 11) vs ee 

6. CD [i.e., Warren Commission Document (in the Nat ional sedhtves)] 692, . 
'- part (a). (See section 11.D infra.) CE ang 

7. That is, the file entitled "Funds Transmitted to Residents of Kussia;” as 

   
  

  

     

    
a . .:  ° distinguished from the file entitled “Oswald.” . Tee tt 

8." CD 692, part (a), item 4, ’ .. . oe inet oa 

9. Wk fi.e., Keport of the President's Commission on the Assassination of ; 
President Kennedy ] 326. . . - ve ae 

19. Cb 692, part (a), item 4, pp. 1-2. a ae ees 

11. WR 408; see also WR 290. * , So 

12. _ See, for-example, a memo to the files from General Counsel oF ‘Lee Rankin, - 

undated but approximately January 24-27, 1964, entitled “Rumors that Oswald 
was an undercover agent.” The reported CIA informant number, 110669, was - . 
apparently not’ checked out. For the Commission's reaction to these rumors, | 

see “Whitewash IV - JFK Assassination Transcript,” written and Published by 
Harold Weisberg. | . te ee les 

te ie peg — 

713. WR 325-76 Oe a poet ape 
_ 14, Washington Post, Nov. 22, 1974, p. 33 Commission executive session transcript : 

for Jan. 275" 1964, p. 153-4 (reprinted in Weisberg book, mote 12). ae 

“15. The CIA also denied having interviewed Oswalc in Moscow. See ‘cD 528..." 

16. The other defector was Robert Edward Webster. See NYT, 5/25/62, Pe Se 
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“ie i 713; Peter Dale Scott, Ramparts, November 1973, P. 2 ee 

: 18. KR 700, but compare 8H330-343 and CE 9.0 

oa. Milton Kaack and Warren c. DeBrueys. Compare CE 825 with ce 826 and cp 692Cays. 

“20, CE 835 7H816). © = . : ie 

cos 21. See the article by Fensterwald and 0 ‘Toole in the New York Review, apr. ae 
pes (1975, and the Warren Comniss sion records cited anes . 

22. Cy Los4v, pp. 4-5.° oe, a Loy 

23. 

    

    
   

   

   

    

   
   

. “Staxson, pe 3. Cs eens 

o 24. Tad | Szulc, “Compulsive Spy. pe 96-97. oa es aS 

25. RYT Mar. 8, 1975, p. 11. eee? 

- 26. Some are Presumably | in part @ of co 692, for examples 
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28. CD 1000. Some passages y= still withheld. () 

29. Time, Feb. 10, 1975, Pe v3 “The Vantage Point,” pe 26-7 spaperbauck edition); ~ 

Atlantic, July 1973, p. 39. 

‘-Peter Dale Scott, Kamparts, Nov. 1973, p. 13. 

_cv 87, ss 569; CD 235; CD 409, p- 3; CD 1115-X111-103; Wise & Kuss, 

“Tavisible Government,” p. 268 (paperback edition). 

CD-555, p. 76. 

7 See, €.g., “Whitewash 11" by Marold Welsberg, Ch. 63 CD 950. | 
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CE 19615 Rankin letter of r sry to Folsom. | * re we 

CD 33, pp. 1-2. re ct hee 

“NYT Dec. 25, 1974, pe Le a Se oe ge 

_E.g+, CD 692(g)- Be 

Lists of withheld CD’s and C1A CD's are available from the author. AO i tts 

‘Letter of Dec. 14, 1971, from L. K. White to the author. _ a 
600 8, 2. Ne SR ete ee, 

See p. 7 ‘supra. ae A - —— oe cee me 
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LH213; CD 120, Pe 4-53 CE 834, items 13, 15-18, 20. 

_ Mero of 3/12/64, Slawson to the files, p. 7 (also Pe 8); Coleman hero of 3126/64. 

5111 22. : ot 

    

SLavson memo of 3/12/64, pe 8. . gt 

Stern memo of 3/27/64 to Rankin; sH122. a on 7 Oe wags hese - - 

| Slawson memo-of 3/12/64, 'p. 8. cS oe ONT US nT 

- NYT, Feb. 23, 1975, pe 32. arenes Bes ae eee 

Epstein, “Inquest,” pp. 93-95 (hard cover edition). core ae 

   
Rankin letter to Hoover, 1/31/64; Hoover letter to Rankin, Feb. 5. 1964. 

Rankin letters to J. Rowley (USSS), Jan. 31 and Feb. 7% ete See oe 

- Helms memo to Papich (FBI), Feb. 18, (1964. oe mh a oes. 

" Hoover letter to Rankin, Feb. 4, 1964 (Weisberg, “Photographic {Ihitewash, ” De 143.) 

This has been ‘confirmed by an experiment I helped another investigator perform, — 

   

. By request for this information under ‘the Freedom of Information act is Pending. ° 
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- Cone. Rec. 9/28/65, pe 253933 Marchetti & “Marks, 

a _ Intelligence,” p. 339 (paperback edition). 
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° “There is a need C hevestiasee the role of the he eC nd t the FB1 in the 

investigation of the -$sination of President Kenned and their teTation= © ox. 

ships with Lee Harvey Oswald. Since sevetal agencies had files on Oswald which 

'. @an be, checked against each other, a useful case study of CIA practiccs is 

possible. These records should shed Light on the ‘{nterception of mail to Russia, 

(CIA concern “about (and filc-keeping on) domestic political activities, and other 

questionable activities.      
Unresolved questions about the CIA ond the assassination include ca A. 

coverage of Oswald and maybe an impostor in Mexico City, reports that he was me 

an informant, and a contact with a U.S. intelligence operative in Moscow.” This 

memo sumnarizes the available tecord and suggests specific inquiries. neers 

- The CIA misled the FBI about the CIA file on Oswald, and may not have oe 
cooperated fully with the Warren Commission (as the FBI and the Defense Depart- 

ment did not), For example, the CIA may not have told the Commission ‘about all os 

their records on Oswald's wife or his activities in Mexico. This memo specifies 

    
documents and people who could clarify the Warren Commission's work with the CIA - 

and their investigation of these matters. - . oe Sb oh . . 

  

The CIA may have investigated the assassination more thoroughly and ‘longer 
? - 

pe than the Commission. The results of the CIA investigation, and possible actions 

against Warren Keport critics, should be clarified for the public. 
*. 

oN oT 
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~ OTE: m4 ae WN yer ee To 
The last ‘section of this memo (8 pp.) has been withheld. It discusses. ~ 

evidence that Oswald or an impersonator was associated with people linked -. - 

to an assassination attempt against Fidel Castro, and evidence about a man 

{roa an associated anti-Castro organization who apparently resembled Oswald...» 

1 bepe that this material, which was not examined by the Warren Commission, - 

will be investigated before it is made public; therefore, I am not distri- 

os buting it _ Generally at this time. 
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